RM 6000
SERIES

See. Reach.

DO more.

REACH
for

more.

You demand more.
Let's face it: most operations have gotten used to the limitations associated
with today’s reach trucks. But warehouse managers want more: trucks that go
higher, that can handle more weight at any height, whose footprints support
shorter rack beams, and visibility that reduces operator strain and fatigue.
It's time to throw out the old limitations and envision a warehouse operation
that can do more.

The Crown RM 6000: A new age in narrow aisle.
By harnessing technology and engineering advancements made on recent
reach trucks—along with decades of experience in turret trucks—we’ve
redefined reach once again. The exclusive MonoLift™ mast from Crown
clearly delivers more: breakthrough heights, capacities, visibility, energy
savings, space utilization and flexibility for greater operator, truck and
operation-wide productivity.
The RM 6000 MonoLift reaches more than you thought possible:
improving top line performance and bottom line results.

One

innovative MonoLift mast delivers
unmatched visibility and strength.

505"

of breakthrough reach height
means more space utilization.

1000 lbs.

more capacity at height enables
most any load, anywhere.

15%

more pallet positions
maximize space utilization.

25%

more runtime for longer,
more productive shifts.

Flat-Out
leadership in travel and lift
speeds drives results.

See. Reach.

DO more.

Clearly

SEE

Confidently

new heights.

the difference.

Single mast. Double the visibility.
Nothing impacts lift truck productivity more than visibility. From operator fatigue and product/rack
damage to safety and throughput, seeing makes all the difference.
Even small improvements in visibility add up. With the RM 6000’s offset MonoLift mast, it’s no
wonder customers tell us it transforms the way they work—at height, eye and ground levels.
We’re certain that your operators—and operations—will benefit from the RM 6000’s advanced
visibility and as a result, get more work done. Take a look for yourself.

REACH

More opportunity. Less compromise.
Deep Reach Challenge
When reaching deep in the
rack, operators can use all
the help they can get.
With the RM 6000’s offset
MonoLift mast, angled
overhead guard, tilt position
assist, feathered reach
control and fork tip
indicators, operators
have the tools they need
to quickly and safely
complete the task.

The Crown MonoLift mast combines key advances in truck geometry and unsurpassed mast
rigidity to literally break through the warehouse ceiling—all the way to 505".
With game-changing heights and capacities, warehouse managers can better use all of their
space—easily accessing top racks for greater productivity and flexibility. The RM 6000 also raises
the roof for the construction of new warehouses, because it is less costly for customers to
build up rather than out.
Going higher used to mean compromises in capacity, wider outriggers and larger aisles.
But no more. The RM 6000 delivers more height and more load capacity, all with the
same-sized truck. And, with the RM 6000’s “most any load, anywhere” flexibility, you can
optimize warehouse space—getting the most out of every square foot.
Thanks to the rigidity of the Crown MonoLift mast, operators experience significantly
reduced mast sway and twisting at demanding heights. The result is more confidence,
less time waiting for the mast to steady and more time moving loads.
Through more height, capacity and confidence, the RM 6000 delivers what you demand in a
reach truck: more loads in, more loads out.

Competitor—Fore/Aft Stance

RM 6000—Side Stance

The most challenging reach truck operation is retrieving a pallet at height. And with only a 3.5 inch pallet opening,
it is easy to see why every inch of visibility at height counts. The RM 6000 Series’ MonoLift mast, variable side
stance and unobtrusive overhead guard work together to deliver more visibility at height. This clearer view builds
confidence, fosters more throughput and results in less damage to product, racks and trucks. What’s more, Crown’s
exclusive forktip indicators provide an additional visual cue for easier pallet entry.

Mast Innovation Within Reach
Through years of experience,
we have learned that extended
loads put tremendous stress
on masts.

A Balanced Approach
Lifting heavy loads up to 505"
requires a steady base.

Ground Level Visibility
Visibility to the floor is improved
through the RM 6000's Monolift
mast, notched load backrest,
sculpted power unit and variable
side stance.
This speeds truck positioning
to the load and rack, simplifies
scanning and saves time every
single put away and let down.

Eye Level Visibility
The RM 6000 improves visibility
through the reach carriage via a
redesigned “window” that exposes
the fork tips or load.

Visibility to Surroundings
The RM 6000 offers a clear view
to the warehouse environment
including personnel, trucks, rack
and product.

In addition, the truck’s integrated
side shift and side shift indicator
allow the operator to easily realign
the forks to the center position.

Seeing warehouse surroundings
enhances safety and reduces
damage.

In developing the RM 6000 Series,
Crown engineers deliberately
positioned the MonoLift mast and
battery to optimize the weight
distribution over the drive tire,
caster and load wheels.
This balanced approach builds
confidence that can be felt all the
way to the top.

Crown addressed this challenge
years ago when we developed a
patented boxed-in cross section
mast for our line of turret trucks.
This design significantly reduced
twisting and flexing associated with
dual upright, conventional masts.
Now this innovation comes to
reach trucks.
Straightforward Service
Maintenance of the MonoLift mast
is actually easier than a dual
upright mast. That’s because there
are fewer components and more
protected parts for less wear and
more uptime.
In addition, service technicians are
familiar with monomasts through
years of turret truck maintenance.

RM 6000 Series.

More height.

Lift Height (inches)

505"

505

500

Raising the Roof. We’ve
created the tallest pantograph
reach truck in the world.
Period.

Inches

400

300

This leadership at height was
achieved through the Crown
MonoLift mast which uses
a “boxed-in” design. This
translates to unsurpassed
rigidity and reduced sway—
raising the bar on confidence
and productivity. This
breakthrough height also
changes the game in new
warehouse construction,
potentially adding another level
or 15% more pallet positions.

You demand more from your reach truck: higher heights, increased
capacities, better visibility and faster speeds.
The Crown RM 6000 Series delivers it all. With its exclusive MonoLift™
mast, users see, reach and do more than ever.
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More capacity.

More pallet positions.
In Warehousing, Space is Money. For the first time in years,
the RM 6000 Series enables warehouse managers to rethink how
they use space in existing and new warehouses: storing more

1000 lbs.

goods than ever before for more profits. It’s an incredible
opportunity for most any operation, with considerable returns
in freezer/cold storage applications.

more at
any height.

Throw Your Weight Around. The RM 6000 not only boasts
huge gains in height—but also in capacity. Reaching higher
with more weight means more flexibility and greater throughput
in any operation.
500

Height (inches)

400

Gain Additional Bays or Additional Rows. Warehouse layouts have been at the mercy of
reach truck specifications for decades. Decision makers had to choose where to compromise:
reach height, reach capacity or aisle width. This often translated to wasted space in aisles
and on rack.

Get 15 Percent More Pallet Positions
(8 levels versus 7). Gain access to the unused
racks in your existing facility or plan to go higher
(up to 505") in new warehouses. Either way,
you win.

The Crown RM 6000 truly attains breakthrough capacities at height moving an average load
up to 505" with as little as a 53" outrigger. Narrower trucks allow for narrower aisles that
can lead to additional rows. What’s more, narrower trucks may lead to shorter load beams
and additional bays. No need to compromise.

Crown
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Deep Reach Advantage. Capacity is often the compromise in
deep reach applications given the demand of the extended load
and weight of the reach mechanism. The RM 6000’s optimized
weight distribution and stable MonoLift mast deliver superior
capacity for deep reach without a wider wheelbase.

More flexibility.

More run-time.

Most Any Load, Anywhere.
Because the RM 6000 has
more capacity at height,
there’s greater flexibility
throughout the warehouse.

More for Less. We designed
the RM 6000 Series to carefully
use energy—and give it back
to the truck wherever possible.

Today, operators are forced
to place heavier loads at lower
levels. The RM 6000 rewrites
these rules—allowing virtually
any load to be placed at any
height or any open slot.
Consider how much of an
impact this flexibility could
have on your operation.
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Traditional Slotting places
loads from heaviest to lightest to
accommodate typical reach truck
limitations on load capacity
at height.

Random Slotting with the RM
6000 Series enables increased
capacity at height for improved
flexibility. This means less
time re-slotting and optimized
placement of fast or slow
moving items.

For example, the standard
Regenerative Lowering
feature puts energy back as
the mast is lowered.
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Conventional
Reach Truck
Regen Lower

F-Battery

Maximum Travel Speed (mph)
Empty power unit first

Simply See More. Visibility
is critical to safety, confidence
and productivity and the
RM 6000 adds it at every turn.
Ground level, eye level and
visibility at height all contribute
to exceptional performance.
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No Comparison. The Crown RM 6000 achieves superior lift
and lower speeds as compared to competitor trucks. In fact,
the RM 6000 reaches a height of 505" before the competitor
truck even reaches 444". In addition, the truck outperforms all
competitor travel speeds.
Like all Crown trucks, RM 6000 performance may be fine-tuned
to align with individual operator skill levels and application needs.

www.crown.com

RM 6000 SERIES

Together, these features support
fewer battery changes, more
productivity, and 25% more
run-time for improved energy
utilization and reduced costs.

More visibility.

Maximum Lower Speed (fpm)

153

Additionally, the optional
F-Battery compartment using
a 18-125-19 battery, provides
considerably longer run-time than
the typical 18-125-17 battery.

Maximized Load Slotting with
the RM 6000 Series allows for
more weight per pallet, optimizing
every truckload, pallet and cubic
inch of storage capacity.

More performance.
Maximum Lift Speed (fpm)

Min

Capacity

Crown’s Variable Side Stance,
working in conjunction with
the MonoLift mast, offers the
best visibility in either travel
direction without requiring
awkward repositioning that is
common on other trucks.

All-around

PRODUCTIVITY.

Trucks that are up to any task.
Crown trucks work in the world’s most demanding applications. Through Crown’s years of experience in reach trucks, we
know there’s not one truck to do every job. That’s why we offer a wide range of trucks, including the RR 5700 and RM 6000 Series,
with variables including height, capacity, size, voltage and more to meet every customers’ specific needs.

Comfort, confidence and control.
The Crown RM 6000 builds on the high-performance features proven and
valued on the RR 5700 Series.

OnTrac™ Anti-Slip Traction
Control greatly reduces tire spin
during acceleration, plugging and
braking. This technology optimizes
truck performance—even on wet,
slick and dusty surfaces.

Entry Bar Safety Switch helps
keep feet inside the compartment
by disabling travel when depressed.
In addition, the Dual Pedal
Floorboard requires both feet
properly positioned for travel.

RD

RM

RMD

Conventional

Conventional

MonoLift

MonoLift

24 V
36 V

36 V

36 V

36 V

42˝
48˝–S Class

42˝
48˝–S Class

48˝–S Class

48˝–S Class

42˝–400˝
48˝–442˝

42˝–400˝
48˝–442˝

505˝

505˝

Maximum Capacity

24 V–4000 lbs.
36 V–4500 lbs.

3000 lbs.

4500 lbs.

3200 lbs.

Lift System

DC–Standard
AC–Optional

DC–Standard
AC–Optional

AC

AC

Lower System

Conventional

Conventional

Regen Lower

Regen Lower

AC

AC

AC

AC

Mast Type

This includes features and systems that enhance operator safety, leverage
technology to optimize truck performance and create a work environment that
keeps operators comfortable and productive throughout long work days.
Take a look and see how the following features contribute to comfort,
confidence and control in your operations.

RR

Voltage
Power Unit
Integrated WMS
Mount (option)
allows for easy-toreach placement
of WMS without
impeding visibility.

Access 1 2 3
System
automatically
collects data,
monitors functions
and controls truck
systems to check
to see desired
cut-off levels
of performance.

Camera with Color
Monitor (option)
provides significant
visibility improvements
ideal for extreme
heights and deep
reach applications.

InfoLink® (option)
wireless fleet
and operator
management
system helps you
discover savings
operation wide.

Maximum Height

Traction System

RR/RD 5700S

RM/RMD 6000S

Unmatched

PROFITABILITY.

Integral Work Assist Tube
holds a variety of accessories
without impacting visibility.

More of what matters to your business.

Adjustable Steer Handle
accommodates different-sized
operators.

The RM 6000 Series clearly places unsurpassed value within reach for any operation. With a variety of innovations, including
the breakthrough MonoLift mast, the RM 6000 is redefining the reach class once again. You will experience:

Multi-Task Control Handle
supports the ability to perform
multiple tasks simultaneously.

n

Bottom line savings associated with better truck and
operator productivity through greater visibility, speed and comfort.

Adjustable Arm Rest
enables comfortable, adjustable
operator lean during operation.

n

 nprecedented revenue generation opportunities
U
that come with optimizing warehouse space: reaching higher
heights, moving heavier loads higher than ever before and
gaining the flexibility of placing most loads anywhere in
the warehouse.

Elevated Foot Rest
allows repositioning of either foot
during operation.
Sit–Lean–Stand
gives operator flexibility of sit,
lean or stand and an adjustable
seat for comfort throughout a
work shift.
Suspension Floor Board
provides cushioned, shock-absorbing
ride during operation.

n

 ore responsible energy use/savings that includes
M
using considerably less energy day in and day out.

n

 ore truck uptime in part due to Crown’s Access 1 2 3
M
Comprehensive System Control that makes active
adjustments, diagnoses problems and recommends
actions to operators and service technicians.

n

 ore durability from a truck that handles tough loads
M
and applications. The industry's toughest reach chassis
and proven mast design contribute to long-term durability
and value.

n

Better ongoing maintenance and care through Crown’s
global distribution and unmatched knowledge of reach
truck applications.

More than you thought possible.
RM 6000 Series:

Crown Equipment Corporation

New Bremen, Ohio 45869 USA
Tel 419-629-2311
Fax 419-629-3796
crown.com
You can count on Crown to build lift trucks
designed for safe operation, but that’s
only part of the safety equation. Crown
encourages safe operating practices through
ongoing operator training, safety-focused
supervision, maintenance and a safe working
Printed on elemental chlorine free and
sustainably forested paper.
Pantone 424
Pantone 370

environment. Go to crown.com and view our
safety section to learn more.
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